
Ⅳ.      Description of Functions

 1)       Volume and Tempo Control

    A)       Master Volume Control

There are a total of two keys to control the volume. Pressing the“  ”

means to increase the volume, and“  ”means to decrease the volume.

There are 16 stages for the volume control, and the default will be set at stage 

12 when the piano is turned on. If you press“  ”or“  ” for two or 

more seconds, the volume will increase/decrease continuously. If you press 

 “   /   ” , then the volume will return back to stage 12.

B) Tempo Control

There are 2 keys to control the tempo and 210 stages for speed (tempo range

is from 30 to 240). Pressing“  ”increases the tempo while“  ”decreases 

the tempo. 

The default tempo is 120 when the piano is turned on.

Press      /      for two or more seconds to make the tempo 

increase/decrease. 

Pressing“  ”and“  ”at the same time will return the tempo back to 120 

and will return the song back to its normal tempo. 

2)      Mode Selection

    A) Tone Selection

First, press“       ”and it will go into tone mode. Second, press 

       /       on the LED display. Lastly, select the tone you want (0-127).

B) Rhythm Selection

First, press“    ”and“       ”. Second, press        /        on the LED 

display. Lastly, select the rhythm you want (0-127).

3)       Demo Songs
    A.       Demo Songs

Press “       ”to play a demo song, press “       ”again to stop the song. If 

you do not press “      ”it will go to the next demo song. 

After all of the demo songs have played and you didn’t press the “       ”

button, the songs will repeat until you hit the “      ”button. 

The piano keys will not work during demo mode. 

The piano will return to the tone in which it was before you entered demo 

mode. 

When in demo mode, if you select a different tone, the demo will temporarily 

switch to that tone. The song will return to its normal tone after 3 seconds. 
4)       Rhythm

    A.       Start/Stop
To pause any of the modes you are in (demo, playback, recording, etc.) , press

 “   ” . If you want to exit pause mode and return to your music, just press“   ” 

B.       Insert

The“      ”button can only be used during rhythm mode.

When rhythm mode is playing, you can press“       ”to add drums to 

the music. When you are done with rhythm mode, the insert function 

will also be done.

5)       Chord Accompaniment

    A.       Single Finger Chord

Single Finger Chord only functions under rhythm mode and general mode.

Under rhythm mode, press the“       ”button and any key in the C 3-F4 range. Then

 press a key and you will hear the relevant cord accompaniment.

The“       ”button can be pressed and used with the  rhythm mode as well. 

B. Multi-Finger Chord

Multi-Finger Chord only functions under rhythm mode and general mode. 

Under rhythm mode, press the“       ”button and any key in the C3-F4 range. Then

 press a key and you will hear the relevant cord accompaniment. 

The“       ”button can be pressed and used with the rhythm mode as well.   

6)       Recording and OOP
    A.       Recording

Press“       ”and it will go into recording mode, then press any key and it will 

start recording.

The maximum length to record is 92 seconds. 

Press“    ”to play what you have just recorded. 

Every time you hit the record button, the piano will delete the memory

B.       OOP

Pressing“       ”will make you enter OOP mode. The default speed of this 

mode is 120.

In OOP mode, you can record the drum sound and keyboard drum.

When in OOP mode, the keys will automatically switch to drum sounds.

The longest you can record is 32 seconds.

You can press“     ”if you would like to play the music you just created.

Every time you press the“       ”button, it will erase the previous

music you have created. 

Ⅵ.      Lists of Rhythm

C.       Playback
When using the playback feature, the piano keys will not work. 

If you have not created any music, you will not be able to use the playback feature. 

When using the playback feature, it will only play the music that you have just created. 

7)       Effect Change

    A.       Tone change

Press“       ” to extend the time of the piano keys sound.

Press“       ”to make the piano key sound have a trebling effect.      

8)       Teaching Mode

    A.       Teaching (OKON)

Pressing the“       ”button will let you enter into teaching mode. 

Then press one of the white keys to select a song. Then every key that 

you press (regardless of position) will play the main melody of the song.

Once the song is over, it will start playing the next song.

Ⅴ.       Lists of Tones

Ⅸ.       Maintenance of the Piano

1)     Instruction for Battery Use

This piano uses a rechargeable lithium battery (1100MA).

The list below shows the charging state of the battery.

Avoid putting the battery by flammable items to avoid an explosion. 

When the battery runs out of juice, just connect it to the 5V power adaptor provided.

To clean the piano, just use a wash cloth.

Piano should  be rolled up after every use.

Do not put the piano in a hot or humid area for long periods of time.

Ⅹ.       Instruction For The Use Of Hand-Rolling

Remove batteries when not using the piano to avoid damage.

For best results, use on a flat, level, and dry surface. 

Roll it up loosely. Rolling it too tightly could damage the inner connections. 

Do not attempt to pull, stretch, or twist the piano. 

Do not use it in high temperatures or in wet areas. 

Do not attempt to take it apart. 

Do not use near strong radio waves. 

Ⅺ.       Simple Troubleshooting

If the piano stops or makes an abnormal sound when playing, the battery may be running

 out. Connect the battery to the power adaptor. 

If the sound is abnormal or a key is making an abnormal sound, turn off the piano and it 

will restore the piano to its original settings. 

                               Thank you for purchasing our Rock And Roll It Piano Studio! 

This roll-up piano is completely portable and flexible, allowing you to take it with you anywhere. 

                               Please read the full manual to ensure proper playing and care. 

Introduction

Made with 61 (C3-C8)  standard keys

128 different tones to choose from

128 different rhythms to choose from

45 demo songs

Digital Display

Volume control key

Tempo control key

Mode control key (rhythm and tone)

Record, OOP, &  playback functions

Single finger & multi-finger cords

Demo songs play key

Drum kit

Start/Stop insert function key

Echo & Sustain

Midi Out function

Single key touching function

Audio input function

Earphone/Speaker  output interface

Power saving function – piano will enter sleep mode 

after 3 minutes of idling.

Attached speaker

Easy connection to headphones  or external speakers

Power with included USB cord or 1100mA li-ion battery 

USB Midi port, connect to a PC to play with all of the 

Midi software (Sonar, Cubase, & Nuendo)

Keyboard Size (open): 35.5"x6.5"x.25"

Control Panel Size: 8.5"x4.5"x1.5"

I.       Product Specifications

Piano rolls up into a box, allowing you to take it almost anywhere.

Piano is suitable for children ages 6+, but can be enjoyed by all ages due to its standard size. 

Use it for learning or use it for fun! 

Use the “tone” button to switch between 128 tones to find the one that fits your style. 

Can be used with 1100mA li-ion battery when a power source isn’t available

Connect headphones when you don’t want to disturb anyone, or connect a speaker when you

 want everyone to hear! 

Ⅱ.     Product Features

Ⅲ.     Control Panel

Ⅶ. Demo Name List

Ⅷ. USB Midi Function

When you use the USB cord to connect from the piano to the computer, it will automatically transmit 

all of the MIDI Data to your computer.

The USB Midi is compatible with Windows and Mac OSX, and programs like Sonar, Cubase, 

Nuendo, etc. 
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